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Interactive Books: PhrasalVerbs2
Introduction

Welcome to the Interactive Phrasal Verbs booklet.
Phrasal verbs are a complex but highly important
area of language. Hot English has a unique approach
to teaching them with five key features:
1

Key language
The language in these booklets has been carefullyselected so you’ll only learn the most useful
phrasal verbs.

2

Images
The photos and illustrations will help you
understand the phrasal verbs by creating a link
between the images and the phrasal verbs.

3

Audio files
The recorded audio files will help you with the
pronunciation of the phrasal verbs. Listening to the
example sentences will also help you remember
the phrasal verbs, especially if you hear them over
and over again.

4

Topic areas
The phrasal verbs have been divided up into topic
areas. This is good for you because by organising
language, it’s easier for you to memorise it.

5

Example sentences
The example sentences will give you a clear
example of how the phrasal verbs are used. Plus,
they’ll help you memorise the phrasal verbs.
Remember, for effective learning, you should
always learn language in phrases or sentences –
never as individual words or expressions!

We hope you enjoy learning these phrasal verbs!

How to use the material

Before reading or listening to the material, look
at the images. They’ll help you understand
the phrasal verbs. Later, you can refer to the
pictures while you’re reading and listening to the
definitions and example sentences. This will also
help you remember the language.
Read and listen to the audio files. This will help you
understand the language, remember it and hear
how it’s pronounced. Later, you can listen to the
audio files on their own (without the text) while
you’re in the car, jogging in the park, lying on the
sofa, walking in the street… This will really help
you memorise the phrasal verbs.
Listen and repeat the example sentences. This will
help with your pronunciation of the language, and
will also help you memorise it.

Hot English Publishing has more than 10 years
of experience producing magazines, dictionaries
and learning courses for students and teachers
around the world and some of the world’s leading
publishing houses. Please visit our website:
(www.hotenglish.com.tr ) or contact
abone@hotenglish.com.tr for more
information on…
… English language classes by telephone.
… our online, interactive leaning method:
the Web School.
… teaching materials for English language classes.
… learning material for English language learners.
… a subscription to our fantastic magazine,
Hot English.
… information on teaching or learning with the
Hot English Method.
… FREE material via our regular newsletter.
Follow us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.
com/hotenglish.com.tr
Or Twitter: http://twitter.com/hotenglishtr
		

Good luck, and we know you’ll learn a lot
with this booklet.
		Thanks,

		The Hot English Team.
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UNIT 1

UNIT 1

(part I)

Driving
Get out
To leave a car.

Get in
To enter a car.

No! It’s your
turn to get in
the boot!

I just got out
of the car.

Pull over
If the police tell you to “pull over”,
they tell you to stop driving so they
can talk to you.

Break down
If your car “breaks down”, it
stops working.

It just
broke down.

Do you
know why i
pulled you
over?
don’t
worry! we’ll
fix it.

Run down / run over
If a car “runs someone down”, the car
hits that person in the road.

Slow down
To drive more slowly.

Do you
mind slowing
down? we aren’t
in a rush!

we haven't
been run over.
We're just lying
in the road for
fun.
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